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MiracleCorp™ Acquires Natural Chemistry Pet & Home® 
 
(Dayton, OH) – MiracleCorp, leading consumer company for premium pet products, is excited to announce the 
acquisition of Natural Chemistry® Pet & Home brand, known for their natural flea and tick, grooming and pet 
care products, from Muntech Products, Inc. 
 
“We are delighted to integrate the Natural Chemistry® Pet & Home line into our Miracle Care® brand,” said 
Patricia Weimer, Chief Operating Officer of MiracleCorp. “We expect this to be a seamless transition over the 
next 6 weeks where we expect to provide incredible products along with MiracleCorp’s extremely high fill 
rates and comprehensive top of class customer service.” 
 
Alison Cremeans, Marketing Manager at MiracleCorp, added, “Their premium, natural products complement 
our Miracle Care® assortment perfectly. These products are both very effective and affordable which will 
resonate with retailers, pet parents and pet professionals.” 
 
“We are delighted to pass along the high performing Natural Chemistry® Pet & Home assortment to the very 
capable team at MiracleCorp, so that we may shift our focus to other strategic initiatives,” said Christian 
Shaffer, COO of Muntech Products, Inc. 
 
All Natural Chemistry® Pet & Home products are now available through MiracleCorp and ready to ship from 
their Dayton, Ohio headquarters. Natural Chemistry® Pet & Home products will be on display at SuperZoo in 
the MiracleCorp booth #4159. 
 
For more questions about the acquisition, contact Liz Freeman at liz@theimpetusagency.com  
or 775-322-4022.  
 
 
About MiracleCorp™: 
MiracleCorp is a leading consumer brands company serving companion animal needs and their owners with a 
history of excellence spanning 40 years. We improve the human-animal bond by offering a complete line of 
innovative, solutions driven products and accessories for pets and prized animals. Our brands include, 
Stewart®, Hamilton® and Miracle Care™, which includes Kwik Stop®, R-7®, Miracle Coat® and Quick Finder®. 
For more information on MiracleCorp and its wholly owned subsidiaries, visit www.miraclecorp.com. 
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Improving Lives Together. 


